Dynamic hidden threats change by the second. Your network perimeter has vanished. The volume of new malware is growing exponentially. Ransomware threatens to play hide-and-seek with your data. Social applications and cloud drives offer new ways to put your data and user productivity at risk. Keeping your team staffed with security experts just keeps getting harder.

Consider the Trustwave alternative. Our Secure Web Gateway (SWG) Cloud platform provides the only Zero-Malware Guarantee* in the industry. We protect your roaming users, mobile devices, branch offices and headquarters. Granular policy control and reporting is superb. Our experts monitor for security alerts and manage all your policy updates for you.

**Ultimate Protection from Malware**

- Stops dynamic threats
- Real-time, behavior-based malware blocking
- Blocks encrypted, obfuscated, malicious content
- SSL traffic inspection
- Virtual patching
- Zero-Malware Guarantee*
- Optional full-emulation Malware Analysis Sandbox
- Optional support for mobile devices

**Increased Visibility**

- Customizable dashboards can drill-down to individual transactions
- Security reports show infected machines and zero day/behavior-based malware detections
- Acceptable use and productivity reports
- Interactive trend reports, security alerts, and scheduled reports
- Search and filtering of reports and details
- Malware Analysis Sandbox provides detailed forensics that can be used in threat hunting and incident response

**Control at Your Fingertips**

- Granular control over social apps and cloud drives
- Policy enforces acceptable web sites, URL filtering, browsing quotas, keyword blocking and SafeSearch

**Ease of Ownership**

- Fully managed for you
- Fast time-to-benefit
- Our experts alert you on security risks
- Covers enterprise, branch offices, roaming users
- Eliminates backhauling

**Superior Value**

- Zero capital costs
- Saves on IT labor compared to standard cloud solutions
- Full protection with no hidden fees
- Less breach clean-up costs
Winning At Web Security

Trustwave SWG Cloud is one solution to many problems.

Too many sites and roaming laptop users that connect directly to the internet
SWG Cloud protects organizations of all size, growing business to enterprise, single location to globally distributed, as well as roaming users.

Too little time, staff or skill to manage best-of-breed web security
Trustwave SWG Cloud makes highly advanced security and application control capabilities available to everyone. Our platform is accessible and our experts manage it for you optimizing settings and alerting you to security events.

Dealing with dynamic, encrypted, obfuscated, machine-generated, zero-day, new or targeted malware? Botnets, exploit kits, spyware, and advanced threats?
Trustwave SWG Cloud unpacks and then examines all pieces of a web page, including encrypted or obfuscated content, searching for, and blocking, malicious content behavior. It recognizes exploit conditions and blocks them even when the exploit is unknown. This real-time process is so effective we offer a Zero-Malware guarantee*. And, since it applies to all web sites, including the most popular social media sites, you can safely allow users to access the web knowing your organization is protected.

Worried about malware exfiltrating your data out via the web?
Trustwave SWG Cloud include Data Loss Prevention (DLP) capabilities to block uploads to known bad actor sites, malware command and control sites, and prevent certain types of data from being removed from your organization.

Do your users increase risk by visiting sites with invalid SSL certificates?
Trustwave SWG Cloud includes SSL validation capability to eliminate whole categories of phishing, fraud or unsecure web site exposure.

Concerned that some laptops are off at time of update and vulnerable to known exploits?
Trustwave SWG Cloud protects non-updated browsers with virtual patching that recognizes and blocks new malware attempting to exploit known vulnerabilities. This further reduces malware cleanup costs.

Concerned about web security on mobile devices?
Trustwave’s industry-leading, real-time malware blocking is optionally available to secure mobile devices from malicious web traffic, prevent personal identifiable information leaks from mobile applications and browser activity, block unapproved websites and provide insights into what your users are browsing.

Trustwave Secure Web Gateway Cloud includes a customizable web portal dashboard, that enables drilling down to transaction level details.

Purchasing, installing and operating a web security gateway is too costly
SWG Cloud reduces capital costs, training costs, administration costs, and policy tuning costs as new threats arise.

Detecting, containing and cleaning up from breaches is costly
SWG Cloud leverages a range of patented technology, managed by a room full of experts at our security operation centers, to block unknown malware and ransomware in real time, to minimize breach-related costs.

Users going where they shouldn’t online
We’ll enforce your acceptable use policy with more than 100 categories of URL filtering and protect users with granular controls on Facebook, Dropbox, Google Drive, Box, Amazon Drive, Apple iCloud Drive, MS OneDrive, YouTube, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+. This makes Human Resources happy, and limits malware vectors and data loss.

Need to show your management security status and successes?
Demonstrate security level, threat, and success to management via our portal dashboard with drill-down ability, security alerting, and interactive filters to provide transaction-level detail.

* Subscribe to our recommended protection level, and we’re so confident you will be malware-free that if you demonstrate malware missed, we will give you a free month of the service, up to four times per year (once per quarter). https://www.trustwave.com/Services/Managed-Security/Zero-Malware-Guarantee/